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"RIDING A PONY?" WATCH IT, THEY'RE LOOKING
r

Reporter Frozen to Death
]n Historical Snow Fall

Pacific Debaters
Victorious
Charles M. Guss, head debate
coach at College of the Pacific,
announced today that Sheldon L.
Nicolaysen and Rex Mull teamed
to win first place in the Senior
Men's Upper Division Debate
Championship rounds at Pasadena
last week-end. The two men were
undefeated in all five contests,
having triumphed over the host,
Cal Tech, in the finals.
The trophy carried home by
the team represented outstanding
work in the face of stiff opposi
tion from Oregon, Washington,
Utah, Nevada, Arizona and Cali
fornia debators.
DEBATE MEMBER
Rex Mull is a junior in C.O.P.
who comes from Bakersfield J.C.
His coach in that city was the
former C.O.P. debator Leonard
McKaig, member of Pi Kappa Del
ta, the national honorary forensic
fraternity. Mr. Mull majors in
Economics and has gained much
attention with his radio technique
in addition to debating.
Sheldon Nicolaysen is a Stock
ton College sophomore from Ripon. He was trained for debate in
high school there, working under
Ernest Poletti, also a former C.
O. P. debator. Nicolaysen is a
Political Science major, active in
radio work and student govern
ment. He holds the position of
Representative-at-Large from Unit
II and is a member of Alpha Gam
ma Sigma, Stockton College Hon
or Society.

SKIING EDDIE
What happened to the California Chamber of Commerce
("Snow? What's that?") shouldn't happen to Referee Frank Powers
(of San Jose whistle tooting infamy). It snowed in L. A. It snowed
® Palm Springs. It snowed in 'Frisco. There was even a despicable white layer covering the Rose Bowl in Pasadena.
But in Stockton, that beautiful*
little garden spot of the Far West, chamber of Commerce gets down
seemed that even the inexorable
on jts knees and thanks God for
way of Old Mother Nature was |
every day) soon took its toll. The
urned aside. There was no snow snow went through the physical
ln Stockton.
process of transforming to H-2-0
Don't you believe it! Ed Kaup- (Chemistry 1-a).
Pila, president of the Pacific Ski Ed trudged sadly home mutter
Club, walked across the campus ing a prayer that someone else
°n the morning of Monday last, brings back a momento of a trip
suddenly did a fast double-take, to the ski slopes.
and made a mad dash for his ski
Pants and timbers. There on
tagg Way was a portion of his Faculty Recital
Precious element—'snow!
Postponed to Feb. 8
The Weekly staff, sensing someTing big, swung into action. A
Due to the fact that next week
^Porter and photographer were is final week and the week after
dispatched to the spot. The above
Picture resulted. It is thought is mid-term vacation, the Music
(hat the reporter froze to death. Conservatory of the College of
the Pacific will discontinue their
Ed displayed the skill that has program of weekly concerts until
j^ade him top honor man for the
Tuesday, Feb. 8, when Mu Phi
°cal team. He made long, graceEpsilon will again resume the
T glides (approximately 2%
eet). He made swanlike leaps planned schedule.
The following Tuesday, Feb.
,°ff the curb). He fell on his
ac® like a champion.
13, the Conservatory Trio will
Eut the sun (for which the perform in concert.

LOWER DIVISION
In the Men's Lower Division,
Kurtis Meyer and Ted Shumway
advanced to the semi-finals while
debating the conference question.
At that point they lost to Pepperdine.
The question of federal grants
aimed at equalizing educational
opportunities in tax - supported
schools was the resolution under
discussion.
For relaxation while in the
Southland, the group attended
broadcasts of well-known radio
programs.

Audition Entry Blank
Available for Vocalists
Entry forms for the 1949 Atwater Kent $15,000 Auditions for
non-professional singers in West
Coast colleges and universities are
now ready for distribution.
The forms may be obtained by
writing the Atwater Kent Foun
dation, Box 1511, Hollywood 28,
before March 1. There is no entry
fee. Contestants must be between
the ages 18 to 29.
Awards totalling $15,000 will be
distributed to ten men and women
as follows: two first prizes of
(Continued on page 2)

I HONOR COMMITTEE MAY BE INITIATED;
TO BENEFIT BOTH STUDENTS AND PROFS
At a joint meeting of the personel and administration com
mittees, held last week, a tentative outline for handling the problem
of cheating was presented by the committee formed to deal with
this problem.
—
• The proposals made were: A
joint Student-Faculty Honor com
mittee be established. This com
mittee is to be composed of three
students and three faculty mem
bers, with the function of formu
It was recently announced that
lating of an honor code for the
the Graduate Record Examination taking of examinations writing of
will be given at College of the term papers, and other academic
Pacific this spring. The examina activities where dishonesty fre
tion will be conducted in two half- quently occurs. Pointing out to
day sessions, March 12 and 19, un teachers practices that are con
der the Institutional Testing Plan, ductive to cheating, along with
and will include two parts:
recording of all cases of dishon
1. Profile Tests: — eight general esty shall also be included in
tests covering broadly the princi their duties.
pal subjects of a liberal education; The hearing of complaints by
mathematics, physics, chemistry, the committee must follow a
biological science, social studies, pattern so that everyone will get
literature, fine arts, vocabulary. an equal break. The appeal or
2. An Advanced Test in the complaint must be in writing and
candidate's major field of study. signed. The chairman of the
committee to whom the complaint
The examination will be given
must be sent will keep all except
for two classes of candidates:
the final disposition strictly con
1. College of the Pacific students fidential.
wishing acceptance as candidates In taking action on cases pre
for the Master's Degree. (Re sented, the committee the routine
quired)
followed will be as followed: The
2. College of the Pacific seniors first time a student is caught
who plan to undertake graduate "riding a pony," he shall fail in
work at other institutions. (Re that test. For the second offense,
the student shall be failed in the
quired.
course. When two grades of "F"
All candidates who wish to take
are received by a student for rea
the Graduate Record Examination
sons of dishonesty, he shall be
this spring should apply person expelled from C. O. P. or S. C.
ally through the local examiner, Cases of dishonesty in the 11 and
Dr. Willis N. Potter, School of 12 grades will be refered to the
Education, Owen Hall, on or be Personnel Committee of Stock
fore Friday, February 11, 1949.
ton College for suitable action.

Graduate Record Exams
Schedule Released

Photography New
Pacififie Course
A course in photography is to
be offered in the spring semester
by the Department of Art at the
College of the Pacific. The in
structor will be Assistant Profes
sor Earl Washburn of the art
staff. Professor Washburn, who
has had considerable experience
in this subject, announces the
class will be given on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 1:15 p.m. to
4:05 p.m. beginning February 8.
Photography is to be an intro
ductory course describing various
cameras and their use, and cover
ing lighting, exposure, developing
and printing with emphasis on
composition and selectivity.
OWN EQUIPMENT
The student will be asked to
provide his own camera, tripod
and filters.
Further information may be
had by inquiring at the office of
the Registrar, Administration
Building, College of the Pacific,
or by telephoning the Pacific Art
Center through the main college
switchboard — 8-8691.

Any student receiving a penalty
may appeal to the honor com
mittee for a review of the case.
All students are encouraged to
report professors that are lax in
giving tests. These instructors
shall receive recommendations
about changing their methods of
giving exams.

Membership in Book
Exchange Club Still
Open to Units II, III
The students of Unit II and m
showed an interest in the new
book exchange club but the re
turns of cards were very poor.
If you are still interested in
the exchange here is what you
can do:
There will be cards at the F.
S. A. office and all living groups
during final week, so you can sign
up to sell your books. You will
be able to obtain books during the
first week of school next semester
— Come to the F.S.A. office.
If you still want books after
that you can contact Robert McConnell at North Hall or Bev
Johnston at Epsilon.
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THE WEEK'S HEADLINES Know Russian and Gel Drawing Speaker Chas. Wells
A Units
Unite Change
Rhamya
»
« >
<
<.
^
Bevin's anti-Israel policy under fire in British parliament, also 4
severely censored by U.S. administration . . . "Nationalist" govern
At
Methodist
Church
6
Days
ment of Chiang in China still totters on the brink at Nanking . . . For a Dollar

Race riots in South Africa show hostility between Indians and Zulu
tribes, both underprivileged groups .. . . Mediation in Palestine
shows progress. Dr. Bunce hopeful for peace . . .
Congress showing signs of balking at Truman's budget .
Republicans advocate "economy" not increased taxes . . . Legisla
tion awaits the inauguration . . . Hoover committee underlines need
of better adjustment of armed services for efficiency and economy.

FSA CARDS TO GO ON SALE FEB. 3rd
Special Cards Offered to Unit I and II

A beginner's course in Russian
he coming
coming
is being offered for the
_ . - of
spring semester by the School
Adult Education. They have been
attempting to establish this
course for the past two or three
years.
At the present time eleven stu:
dents are registered, but twenty
are needed before the course can
actually be started.
Willard Mann stated that if the
course should have to start late,
the number of units would be
reduced proportionally. Students
in search of units may be inter
ested to know that four are being
offered.
There is a registration fee of
one dollar.
Further information may be ob
tained by calling 4-4703 and ask
ing for Adult Education.

Charles A. Wells, writer, world traveler, and newsn
toonist who draws while he speaks, will begin a series of per carentitled "Christ and World Need." Sunday, February gtPr°8rartie
n/r„tv,„aio+ Church,
r>v.,iw.vi There will no no admission
*4
Central Methodist
any of the six nights.
be followed
led by Wells, on the prov* S'
themes of the week's progra^
war and peace, race relations J"
cial strife and economic tran*
tion, interpreted from the Chrf
s"
tian viewpoint.

Student body card sales begin Tuesday, February 3, for both
Stockton College and College of Pacific students. The cards will
Wells, a well-trained artist has
be sold at the Student Union Offices for College of Pacific students,
served in many capacities in
and at the registration building for SC students. South Campus
fields of illustrating and cartooj
vets will obtain their cards at room p7 on the south campus.
ing.
In addition to the regular stu-*
~
Raised a Quaker and educated
dent body card this semester a Spring Formal, and the Welcome
in a Quaker university, he earlv
special card priced at $7.50 is Dance. He may witness two
became interested in religioUs
work, but upon graduation, he
being offered to students in Unit complete schedules of C.O.P. and
turned chiefly to newspapers and
I and Unit II. It is strictly a S.C. athletics, including baseball,
religious periodicals. Frequent
Stockton College activity card track, tennis, swimming and the
radio appearances have met with
which will allow admission to all remainder of the basketball
popular public acclaim.
SC athletics and social functions,
games, use the swimming pool
Charles Wells has written for
and participation in elections. It
during recreation periods receive
the Methodist Advocate; Gary
does not cover admission to any
all publications free with excep
Indiana, Post Tribune; the Salem'
COP activities nor purchase of
tion of the Naranjado (which is
If an article received from the
the year-book.
North Carolina Journal, and many
reduced from $7.00 to $4.00 to General Electric News Bureau
others.
The FSA member is admitted card holders) and also partici were printed as recently as 1940
Mr. Wells has also spoken on
free to the Mardi Gras as he is pate in student body elections.
as a straight news story, the Memory Expert Coming
many
radio broadcasts on the
to all student sponsored activities
readers would probably have
subect, "Adventures in Christian
including: Campus Day, The
Patronize our advertisers.
passed over it simply muttering, To Perform at COP
Living," and spoken before col
Some crazy crank," but — it's
Robert H. Nutt, the "memory
the Atomic Age we're in and this expert" will present his show at leges and clubs including COP,
Duke, and Louisiana State.
is the story today:
the College auditorium Thursday
Schnenectady, N.Y.—"The pilot and Friday evenings, January
of the future may safely escape 27th and 28th. His performacne BROADCASTING
his disabled supersonic craft at is independent of the college and OPPORTUNITY
high altitudes where an ordinary therefore, as far as is known, no
The National Academy of
parachute would be useless. He price admissions reductions will
would be enclosed in a bullet- be made for the holders of stu-1 Broadcasting in Washington, D.C.,
[)Q(Jy CcU*dS
'^
nffovmrr several
pmrnv>ol valuable
Trn 111nVvlr\ cinknl
is offering
schol
shaped metal 'capsule' with a pro
arships
to
script
writers
in a con
peller on its tip."
Recently Mr. Nutt entertained
This was cited as a possibility the Rotary Club in Stockton with test which will close February 1.
The grand prize will be a full
by David C. Prince, vice-president various memory feats one of
semester
(16 weeks) of profes
which
included
reciting
the
names
of the General Electric Company
sional training in the residence
in charge of the General En of forty guests.
school in Washington. This schol
gineering and Consulting Labora
arship will cover all phases of
tory, in conjunction with the an
NOTICE
broadcasting studio work, includ
nouncement of a new device
COP GRADS
ing script and continuity writing,
known as a "supersonic para
STOCKTON COLLEGE
diction, foreign language pronun
chute" or roto-chute.
GRADS
ciation, music appreciation, radio |
ALL LIVING GROUPS
Developed by G-E engineers, the
Purchase all tickets for your drama, control-board operation,
device is designed for use in
pics at the Naranjado office — program building and direction.
rocket research and is capable of
Other prizes will consist of resi-1
gently lowering delicate resarch Two week deadline.
dence courses in announcing, con
instruments to the ground from
tinuity writing or production and
rockets flying at altitudes as
a
basic course offered by corre
high as 100 miles. Released from
spondence. Awards will be made
a rocket, the device slows gradu
(Continued from Page One)
by qualified judges on the merits
ally from supersonic speeds to
of
about 27 miles per hour by means $2,000 each; two second prizes of of scripts submitted. Any type or
original
continuity,
commercial
of its whirling propeller or $1,750; two third prizes of $1,500;
"vanes" which act as an air brake. two fourth prizes of $1,250; and dramatic, will be accepted.
Trained script writers who are
"Although not intended now for two fifth prizes of $1,000.
able to announce, produce or do
use by humans, the rotochute
Contestants may choose selec public relations work are in spe
might be redesigned so that it tions ranging from musical com
cial demand. College women in
could carry a pilot and could be edy, concert repertoire, or grand
terested in conducting broadcasts
fired by an explosive charge from opera. There are no restrictions
for women and children or in di
a rocket," Mr. Prince said.
in the manner in which the prize recting programs are needed
"The pilot then could guide the money may be used.
everywhere.
Individual hearings for all con
course of the rotochute by con
Any student interested is in
trolling the pitch of its vanes and testants are scheduled to begin vited to write directly to the Na
land with greater accuracy than early in March. Preliminaries will tional Academy of Broadcasting,
is possible with an ordinary para be held in Los Angeles, Holly 3338 16th Street, N.W., Washing
chute."
wood, Santa Barbara, and San ton 10, D.C.
They re the biggest news 'neath the hemline
It might even be possible to Francisco. Finalists will be heard
since nylons were invented! And if you like
lower an entire rocket by means in Los Angeles over two nation
your soles soft and springy — with plenty of
County Teachers
of a rotochute, according to Mr. wide broadcasts.
bounce — this shoe is for you! New rolled
Over 1,000 vocalists from 33
Prince, who pointed out that
edge, soft-as-butter suede with a sassy front
present research rockets are com West Coast colleges and universi Hear Dr. Werner
tie and a pert, smooth vamp. (A real buy at
pletely destroyed in landing.
ties entered the 1948 competition. Far Eastern Conditions was tthe
^
this price!) Black or Brown. Widths AA-B.
Winners
were Lucine Amara and topic of discussion by Pacific
Planes of the future, particu
larly long-renge transports and Robert Applestone, students at noted political science authority
bombers, may find use for the San Francisco State College.
Dr. G. A. Werner, who spoke be
rotochute. Such planes, traveling
fore the Northern San Joaqun
at extremely high altitudes will
County Teachers' Association
necessitate some type of escape
Wednesday, January 19, in Neec
"capsule," which can be expelled
ham School Auditorium.
from the planes and safely lower
Dr. Werner's speech entitlec
passengers.
"History On the March in th
Great accuracy can be obtained
Your Dollars Go a LONG Way!
Pacific," is part of the Associe
when the device is launched from
tion's discussion topic for t
Stockton
Phone 7-7061
a helicopter or small plane. A
year, "Education for Internationa
WWE *30 CHECKED
package can be dropped within a
Understanding in Our America
YOUR WINDSHIELD
WIPERS LATELY ?
10-foot circle.
Schools."

Roto-Chutes

PUT YOURSELF IN THESE SHOES

Crepe Soles

Entry Blanks Available

5
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ELLEN-FRED ENGAGED Big Little Sister Party

Slated for Gym, Feb. 9

Election Results
ARCHANIA

-STRICTLY SO-

ElaineLardnerEngaged

GUYS 'N GALS

Next semester, Dave Gerber,
The Associated Women StuAt an election of officers for
! dents are giving their bi-annual the spring term held last week j out-going sports editor, will reBig-Little Sister party for the Robert E. Reed was elected presi jsume his Guys 'N Gals' column
new students on Wednesday, dent of Archania, with Joe Hin- which was so popular during the
February 9, at 7:30 in the upstairs man the choice for vice-president, Coleman and Fritz regime two
dance studio of the gym.
Hal Buck, treasurer, and Don semesters ago.
The big feature of the even Kent house manager.
ing's entertainment will be a
The Archites held their annual ALLEY-OOP
fashion show presented by the Winter Formal Saturday night,
Joe Torp likes to do things the
Brown House. The theme is January 15, with the theme being hard way. Going to Sacramento,
called "Around the Clock," de Black Sin. The decorations were at what he claims was a moder
picting the attire worn by a co-ed black and gold with a spider web ate speed, his car overturned once
throughout the day. The models on the ceiling. The music was and landed right side up. For
will be girls from each of the presented by Ted Herman and tunately no one was hurt. — A
living groups.
his band, and approximately 160 Hollywood stunt man couldn't
All the girls attending Pacific persons attended. Blue and gold have done better.
are invited, and those who have compacts with the house crest on
COMBINATIONS
been given names of little sisters them were given as favors.
The girls from Alpha Theta Tau
are encouraged to get in touch Chaperons were Dr. Colliver, Mr.
predominated the guest register
with them immediately.
and Mrs. O'Neil and Mr. and Mrs. at Rhizomia's winter formal —
ELAINE LARDNER
ELLEN ANDERSON
The general chairman of the Harry Tremain.
Epsilon' ran a close second.
West Hall was surprised Janu
Tau Kappa Kappa's Christmas .party is Donna Hillard, and her
Among some of the newer cam
dinner was the scene of more committee heads are Ann Mc- TAU KAPPA KAPPA pus combinations were Betty ary 17 when Elaine Lardner an
than a little festivity when Ellen Eniry, fashions; Jane Wheeler,
Brady and Herb Baxter, Marge nounced her engagement to Dick
Wilma
Mast,
Catherine Anderson passed a box entertainment;
Hiers and "Buzz" Fornaciari, Boundry.
of chocolates to announce that publicity; Donna Ohm, decora
Elaine, daughter of Mr. and
Gerry Moffatt and Bill Pinto, and
she is the future Mrs. George tions; and Barbara Morengo,
Joan Tennant with "Kimo" Boyd. Mrs. E. H. Lardner of Penryn, is
clean-up. If any girls are inter
Frederick Schuler III.
a senior who will graduate in
June with a teacher's credential.
Ellen is the daughter of Mr. ested in having "Little Sisters,"
DEATH
TAKES
ITS
TOLL
Dick is majoring in Horticul
and Mrs. H. R. Anderson of ee Barbara Burkie at OWest Hall.
At assembly yesterday, Dr. Jon- ture at the University of Cal at
Kingsburg and is a senior at the
te, Dr. Eiselen, and Dr. Waldo Davis. He is the son of Mr. and
College of Pacific. A member of
presented a skit titled "Death Val Mrs. James Boundry of Grass
Tau Kappa, she is a graduate of
ley Days."
Valley.
Stockton College. The benedicti
As yet the wedding plans are
elect, who passed cigars to his PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
Movies of previous Death Val
Sample slides taken by mem
indefinite.
Rho Lambda Phi fraternity
ley tours were shown.
brothers at Pacific that same bers of the photography club
were the headline features of the
night, is also a senior.
'The LAST Weekend'
A member of one of Stockton's last Monday meeting. George
BULLETIN
An informal dance was pre
Cunningham,
George
Tabuchi
Anybody who has any no
oldest families, he is the son of
sented Saturday, January 8th,
and
Ted
Collins
entertained
the
tices to post on the FSA Bul
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Schuler.
by Tau Kappa Kappa with "The
letin boards outside the Stu
During the war, the prospective group with the showing of slides
Last Weekend" as the theme de
taken
along
the
John
Muir
trail
dent Union building is asked
benedict served in the Army Air
picting the atmosphere of the
over their two week hiking trip.
to leave the posters or what
Forces.
previous New Year's weekend
Slides
were
also
donated
by
have you at the information
Plans are being made for a late
celebration.
Drs.
Moule
and
Eby,
and
students
office or at the FSA offices.
summer wedding after the couple
MARIE SANGUINETTI
Ross Hanna's Combo provided
Remember, these boards are
graduates from college. The M. Moss and Carl Sundahl.
the
rhythm. Dorothy Minium was
Marie Sanguinetti was installed
At the same meeting plans were
yours! Use 'em!
wedding will be in Kingsburg, and
general chairman; Pat White,
president
of
Tau
Kappa
Kappa,
begun
for
the
coming
inter-cam
they will reside in Stockton.
decorations; Moss Little, refresh
pus photographic competition, in Thursday evening, January 20, at
ments; Dorothy Garner, music; Vi
conjunction with the new photo formal ceremonies.
Schomberg, set-up; Dolores Rico,
The New Mrs. Bailey graphic courses to be presented Other officers installed at this
bids; Marie Sanguinetti, chapOMEGA
PHI
in the college next semester.
time were: Moss Little as viceerones; and pledges, clean-up.
A reception in the Tau Kappa FROSH WOMEN'S 'Y'
president, Nancy Harby as Re
At an election held Thursday,
Kappa Sorority house January 2,
January 5th was the date that cording secretary, Ellen Anderson January 13, at Omega Phi, John
honored Mr. and Mrs. . C. "Bud" the Frosh Women's 'Y' met to
ENGAGED
Bailey, who had just returned discuss the plans for the incom as corresponding secretary, Dolo Rhode was elected president of
res Rico as treasurer, Shirley the house for the spring term.
The
engagement
of Betty June
from their honeymoon in the ing freshmen. The meeting, which
Mahoney as house manager, and Other officers are Ken Mork, Thome to Jack Burns was an
southwest.
was held at Freshman Hall, was Grace Knox as assistant house vice-president; John Rihn, secre
nounced Thursday, January 6, at
The bride, the former Genevieve highlighted by the entertainment
tary; Ted Collins, treasurer; Zeta Phi by the traditional five
manager.
Metzler, is the daughter of Mr. of Phil Tippett, Joyce Wood and
Marie Sanguinetti, daughter of Herb Williams, recorder; Alan pound box of candy, and at Omega
and Mrs. Henry W. Metzler of Monroe Hess. Musical enjoyment
McAllaster, reporter; Bob Tur Phi Alpha with a box of cigars.
Linden, and will graduate from was furnished by Bob McKibben Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Sanguinetti
ner, guard; and Jim Jewell, Chap
of
Banta,
is
a
senior
student
at
Betty June is from Marysville,
the College of the Pacific with a and Phil Tippett.
the College of Pacific where she lain.
California, and the daughter of
degree in Education in June. She
The next meeting will be held
New members formally initia Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Thome of the
is a member of the Tau Kappas Wednesday, February 9th in the is majoring in economics. She
ted into Omega Phi last Sunday same city.
and was a member of the A Cap- Anderson 'Y'. Further plans for succeeds Renee Nevraumont.
Jack, a native Stocktonian, is a
were James R. Anderson, Tom
Pella Choir.
the incoming students will be dis
graduate
of C.O.P., doing graduate
Bandelin,
Robert
Belt,
Bob
BondThe couple were married De cussed,
MANOR HALL
shu, Howard Cohn, Harry Con- work in chemistry and on a secon
cember 18 at four o'clock cere ROUND, TABLE
Scott Bowman was elected pres over, Clement Cope, Ted Fernish, dary teaching credential.
monies with the Rev. Richard
Members of the Stockton Col ident of Manor Hall for the spring
The wedding has been set for
Jim Gallagher, Morris Green,
Walsh of Linden officiating. Only lege Round Table met in the
immediate families witnessed the south campus 'Barn' recently semester at a meeting held re Phil Guthrie, John Jopes, Garth sometime next August.
double ring rites in Morris night for the final meeting of cently. Others who were elected Lipsky, Lloyd Lundstrum, Richard
were Mrs. Maureen Hall, secre Morris, Bruno Rhode, George
Puerto Rico is the easternmost
Chapel.
the semester.
tary;
Wes Hall, who was presi Schlink, Gil Sells, Edward Tem island of the West Indie group
Mr. Bailey is the son of Mayor
A new constitution as ratified
and Mrs. Francis Bailey Sr. of and officers were elected. Those dent during the fall semester, ple, Phil Tippett, and Bob Wilson. known as the Greater Antilles.
Rockport, Texas.
treasurer; and Mrs. Lois Culver,
to hold positions are Larry Bing social chairman.
ham, President; Judy Dickinsen,
Following the election refresh
Vice-President; Helen Keppel,
ments were served.
secretary; Joe Escato, treasurer;
. . . in time for the new Semester
and Jack Little, sergeant-at-arms.
An end-of-the-scmester party RHO LAMRDA PHI
SUITS — Plaids and Pin Stripes - Solids
January 15, Rhizomia climaxed was also planned, the theme be
Rho Lambda Phi held elections J
its social season with their "Cha- ing 'Folk Dancing Frolic' to be
Pastel GOB SKIRTS
teau Aux Chance" Winter Formal. held at the Anderson 'Y'. Janu for spring semester house offi- j
cers
January
13,
with
the
followj
The house considers the event ary 22, 1949.
New Pastel Jerseys - Striped GAUCHO SHIRTS
as its most terrific function of
ing results: Hank Lavaroni, presi-;
fhe year.
dent; "Buzz" Fornaciari, viceTishu-Knit SWEATERS in bright new colors
WHITEHEAD TO MAYNARD
president; Bob Huth, recording
"Bud" Klein acted as general
Doris Irene Whitehead has an secretary; Tom Sprague, corre
chairman of the dance. The vari
es committees were headed by nounced February 1 as the date sponding secretary; Dick "Father"
Rfdie Michel, bids; Joe Hodson, of her marriage to Albert May- Mcintosh, attorney; and Gray
refreshments;
Frost, sergeant-at-arms.
Stan Bourgeault nard Jr.
The betrothed couple are the
The Upper House Council will
and "Buzz" Fornaciari, decora(Across from C.O.P. Campus)
'ions; and Will Ballenger, music.' son and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. consist of Jim Boyd, Dick Mcin
— Open Monday till 9 P.M. —
The Dave Brubeck Trio, which Albert Maynard Sr. and Mr. and tosh, Ronnie Boone, Will Ballen
3232 PACIFIC AVENUE
suPplied
the music, appeared Mrs. Fenton Whitehead of this ger, Joe Hodson, and Fred Harthrough the efforts of Ballenger. city.
rold.

CLUBS

•

CHATEAU AUX CHANCE
ENDS SOCIAL SEASON

JUST ARRIVED...

Acute
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BENGALS VIE WITH AZTECS AT SAN DIEG
Cub Quintet Faces Hartnell Tomorrow Niti
jCAGERS SEEK REVENGE IN REMATCH
TIGER FIVE IN UNDERDOG ROLE

Cubs Down Grant in Closing Seconds
Tangle with Monterey Tonight

By NORM RITTER

By JIM GALLAGHER
A one-handed fadeaway by Sam Gellepes in the last 25 seconds
of play gave Van Sweet's Stockton Cubs a 51-50 victory over the
Tuesday night and placed the junior Bengals in a surprisingly
favorable position in league seedings as conference play continues
tonight.
The Sweet-men make a pair off
home stands this weekend, enter
taining Monterey Peninsula Col
lege tonight and Hartnell College
from Salinas tomorrow.

:j§)J0rt0

Inspired by a Sacramento news
paper clipping branding them as
a "mediocre" club, the Cubs pro
ceeded to all but annihilate the
red-clad visitors during the first
portion of the game, but Grant
narrowed the margin to 29-27 at
the half and pulled ahead into a
five-point lead during most of
the second stanza.
Trailing 50-48 with a minute
remaining, Cub hopes rose as
Britt Smith tanked a free throw
and pandemonium broke loose
when Gellepes put through the
clincher from 15 feet out.
Gellepes led the scorers in
Tuesday's fray with 13, while
Doug Scovil had 11 and Darrell
Winrich 10. Skeen had 13 and
Loscutoff 12 for the visitors.
Stockton split a pair of games
on their road trip last weekend,
trouncing Menlo 48-38 behind
Winrich's 16 points and dropping
a 62-59 decision to San Mateo the
following evening.
The Cubs won just about as
expected in the Menlo contest,
despite the 12 points contributed
by vaunted Menlo forward Brad
Gleason. Unfortunately, San Ma
teo managed to hold a small but
sufficient lead Saturday night to
inch away with a three-point win,
due mainly to the efforts of their
star Jack Belden.
Scoring for Stockton was pretty
well scattered, Jim Denton and
Smith each taking 14, Gallepes
12 and Winrich 11. Belden had
13 for the winners.
This weekend's contests should
serve to notch two additional
league wins for the Cubs. Monte
rey, in their first year as a uni
fied student body, has not been
able to muster much in athletics,
and has only one cage win to
their credit so far this season.
They do have a couple of danger
ous men in Ron Roberts and Rich
ard Lee, but' advance dope has
the Cubs winning just about as
they please.
The Hartnell game is a differ
ent story, however. The Panthers
have met and defeated some of
the best junior college and uni
versity freshman competition in
the area, besides showing well in
the Modesto tournament. Cliff
Cracknell, Wally Wong and
Johnny Ottone constitute the
main Panther threats. Although
the game could be rated as a tossup, the Cubs will have the ad
vantage of playing on their home
court and are installed as slight
favorites.
Sweet will stand by his usual
stalwarts, Smith, Gellepes, Win
rich, Denton, Scovil, Bill Swenson and Del King. Others who
may see action include Eddie In
gram, Jack Waldron, Richard
Hart, John Ward and Don New
berry.

Tonight the Pacific five attempts to avenge their first and on]
CCAA loss by rematching with the San Diego Aztecs, who collared
them 50-43 last Saturday evening on the local court.
After being soundly humiliated,
67-40, by the Oakland Bittnei
Monday of this week, the BeJ.
gals will undoubtedly be the un
The Pacific golf team under the derdogs at tip-off time tonight.
tutelage of Coach Larry SiemerTo gain sweet revenge for thefr
ing is preparing to sharpen its
loop drubbing they must regaih
tools in anticipation of their first
meet with the University of Cali the shooting eye which carried
them so successive victories over
fornia, February 18th.
Santa
Barbara, Fresno State, and
The Tigers will again be led by
highly-favored
Pepperdine last
Andy Blossom who finished high
for the Orange and Black in the Friday.
C.C.A.A. tourney last year. Blos
Kjeldsen's men must also over
som is teamed with such veterans come the stubborn Aztec defense
as Vern Troyer, Wayne Vanoose, which held Pacific to their lowes
Fred Solomon, Wayne Hardin, point total of the year — 43 and Bob Beckham.
in the Saturday debacle.
Two new par busters, Leroy Sil- SCOUTED
va from Stockton High and Russ
That game showed that the Ti
Shephard of Modesto J.C., will
gers were lethargic to adjust to
add depth to the team, a much
the efficiently played man-to-mar
needed factor against such oppo
defense; it also showed clearly
nents as the Golden Bears, Stan
that the San Diego boys had com
ford Indians and the Spartans.
pletely mastered the Orange and
The Stockton Country Club will
Black attack beforehand.
be the home course for the men
Each time Bud Proulx at
of Pacific.
tempted to signal a play, the op
position was readily aware of
SKI TEAM READY what was in the offing. The same
occurred the previous night
FOR TAHOE MEET thing
when the Bengals edged out PepProspects for the College of perdine's Waves in a breath-tak
Pacific ski team appeared bright ing overtimer, 59-57.
after last Saturday's practice ses THAT PROULX AGAIN
sion at Yosemite.
The Los Angeles boys also

Gall of the Fairway
Beckons Gat Golfers

Edy Kauppila and Bob Wilson
Bob Thomas, Tiger forward, fights for ball with Wave center showed good form in their slalom
Hugh Faulkner (99), while teammates Bill Wirt and Howie Pearce runs with the latter completing
look on. Pacific nipped Pepperdine 59-57 in the overtime sizzler. the Yosemite course in thirty-nine
seconds, only four Off the "A"
classification time. Kauppila sped
over the course in 42 seconds
which is an extremely good earlyseason mark.
The team has already exhibited
By BOB JIMENEZ
considerable jumping ability in
The CCAA track champoinships ess in throwing the heavy ball too. practice sessions at Cisco Grove
earlier this month.
are almost 20 weeks away, but STRONG RELAY TEAM
On January 29 the team will
already the Tiger cinder team has I Coach Jackson has a good rea
participate in the Nevada State
dusted off its track suits and son to be pleased with his relay Jumping meet on the White Hill
thrown away the mothballs. For teams. He believes them to be the jump near Lake Tahoe.
the first time in its history, Paci finest this college has seen. The
Team members who will parti
fic has inaugurated a vigorous 440 will have Hardy, Heck, Brooks, cipate in the Nevada meet are
fall training schedule which is jand Smith; the mile, Cope, But Bob Bondshu, Bob McMahon, Rog
designed to condition the team a ler, Hess, and Stokes; and the er Wickman, Elton Murphy and
Wilson and Kauppila.
little earlier this year.
medley relay will be about the
Coach Jackson seems well same, with the addition of Kirk
pleased with the track team which patrick.
has a good chance to regain the
The team lacks the depth
conference title lost in 1943.
needed in dual meets, but the
College of Pacific will be host
quality of the individual men will
RETURNING LETTERMEN
at the CCAA conference swim
The returning letter men Heck, be sure to make Pacific stand ming and golf championships,
Hess, Hall, Kring and Adam can out in the bigger meets.
which will be held May 6-7, it
find a lot of help coming from
The schedule this year opens was announced this week by con
the direction of last year's J. C. with the intra-mural meet on ference president Charles R.
team. The ones to watch are Don March 10, and ends with the Mo Smith.
Hardy and Jack Ross in the cen desto Relays May 21st.
Conference championships in
tury dash, Gunder Kirkpatrick in
boxing, wrestling and gymnastics
the mile, Bob Mudd in the quarter TOUGH SCHEDULE
will be decided at a two-day car
Teams the Tigers will meet nival on March 11 and 12 at San
mile, Art Smith in the javelin
throw and sprints, Goff in the this year include San Francisco's Diego State. The Bengals will be
broad jump, Gustafson and Riehe- great Olympic Club, Stanford, represented at the affair by the
sin in the two-mile races, and Fresno and San Jose.
gymnastic team, in its second
Brooks and Stokes in the hurdles.
With the potentialities exhibited year of interscholastic competi
Some individual Tiger
Jim Waters a good shotput by the squad, Pacific rates an tion.
man two years ago, will return even chance to snare the confer wrestlers and members of last
this year improved after recover ence title which has been dom year's ill-fated boxing squad may
ing from an arm injury. Hall inated by the Spartans from San also participate.
Conference tennis aggregations
and Putman will add their prow Jose for so many seasons.

Pacific Prospects Look Bright for
Successful CCAA Track Season

CCAA Spring Sports
Schedules Released

molded a stiff defense, which was
overcome only by dogged deter
mination. Proulx paved the vic
tory path with 16 points, most of
them gained by his driving tac
tics.
Bill Wirt, with 13 markers, was
high scorer for the Tigers in the
Aztec game. Capt. Tom Keeney
and Center Dick Barnes tied for
game honors with 16 apiece.
After tonight's tilt, the Tigers
will enjoy an eight-day rest un ^
they engage the tough St. Marys
Gaels in a Civic Auditorium bill
ing here on Saturday, January
LOADED WITH STARS
Coach Benny Neff of the Mora
ga institution brings a Vetera
quintet headed by All-Americ
Frank "Apples" Kudelka, to
Port City. Last season the exLowell Hi flash averaged bett
than 17 points per game in leading
the Saints to one of their e
post-war campaigns.
his
He tanked 19 last year as
squad was upset by Pacific ^
the same auditorium floor, so
and his teammates should be se
visiting
revenge on
g icveuge
uii their *return
, f the
The remaining quartet o
all-veteran five consists of
Bullwinkle, Jack Rial, Joe
ton, and Jim Flahaven.
will hold forth at Santa ®ar^f„c.
on May 6-7 when the Tiger'
keteers will be defending c
pions.
Other defending champi°ns
San Jose State in boxing:
Diego State and the Spar a
champions in wrestling; an
Diego in gymnastics.
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sports corner
By

PHIL GUTHRIE

The athletic department is still
working on next year's football
schedule. Only two open dates
remain to be filled. According to
Bob Monagan, the October 1 and
November 12 spots are vacant,
and it is hoped that Utah U.,
Rocky Mountain powerhouse, and
Wichita, Pacific's 1948 Raisin
Bowl opponent, will be scheduled.

all of whom were on the Tiger's
cross-country squad this past fall,
will compete for the Yanceyites
along with Arner Gustafson, who
will be participating for the Petaluma Spartans.
Trophies will be awarded to the
victors in this six-mile endurance
test and a special trophy will be
given to the first C..OP.-S.C. fin
isher who has not won a varsity
CUBS LEADING SCORER
After 11 games Darrell Winrich, block in cross country.

Long Beach's contribution to the
Pacific sports scene, is the Stock
ton cagers' leading scorer. The
Southern California dandy has
gained high point honors in only
one game, but his accuracy from
the floor has marked him as the
most consistent point-getter on
Coach Van Sweet's squad.
PACIFIC MARATHON
Entries for the first annual
Pacific Marathon, which will be
run Sunday, January 30, under
the sponsorship of the Pacific
Avenue Merchants, have been
coming in during the past week,
and several C.O.P.-S.C. runners
are listed as entrants for Stock
ton's Yancey A. C.

Broadcasts Games
Radio station KAEO, the
campus station for College of
Pacific, broadcasts all home
and road games played by the
College of Pacific basketball
team. For the convenience of
off-campus students the broad
casts can be heard in The End
Zone.

Omega Phi Trounces Schmoos
Three Deadlocked in First
With finals about to rear their ugly heads, three quintets of
intramural basketeers are tearing their hair upon realizing that
Wednesday night's 38-19 victory of Omega Phi over the previously
undefeated Shmoos has thrown the Major League into a three-way
tie for first place. Omega Phi, Shmoos and the College Hot Shots
occupy this position with five wins and one loss apiece.

• The frat mens' win found Don
Hamilton of Omega sharing scor
ing honors with Don Mitchler of
the Shmoos. Each had 10 points.
John Rhode was runner up with
8 points.

Another Major League game
found the often trod upon Ball
and Chain gang rack up an upset
victory over Rhizomia by a 17-13
score. In the Minors, Coleman's
11 points couldn't stop Quonset E
from racking up a 30-25 win over
C & D. Ken Berridge garnered 16
points to swell his seasonal total
while leading Archania B's to a
24-20 win over the Half Shots.

ODE TO THE GOIB

Today's publication is the last
in which the guiding spirit of
Dave Gerber will be exhibited.
With this issue it is appropriate
to throw a few words of apprecia
tion in the Goib's direction.
While handling the many chores
which go to make up the duties
of sports editor, he somehow
found time to handle a great
number of other activities. His
accomplishments last semester
ranged from dramatics and radio
to football and basketball.

RHIZOMIA BEATEN

Monday games found Rhizomia
topping the Faculty 41-37, despite
Larry Seimering's 13 points. A
crucial night encounter saw the
powerful Omega Phi club rack up
33 points in the second half to
beat the Gears 45-26. The College
Hotshots won by forfeit over Ar
chania.

Under his guiding hand the
sports page was one of the bright
spots of this semester's Weekly,
and his enthusiasm and drive
piade the section one of the most
Jim Hanny, Charlie Richesin, informative this school has seen
Bob McGuire and Don LeLanchon, for many a moon.

QUONSET A WINS

In the Minor league Quonset A
upset the Anderson "Y" team
19-14, and The College Halfshots
outshot Omega Phi B team 26-13.

Ken Berridge is by far the out
standing scorer of both leagues.
Berridge has gathered 80 points
in three games for the Archania
B team. He has 36 field goals and
8 free throws.

The Major league finds the
basket well guarded. Top man in
the loop is George Albano of the
Gears who has 41 points. He is
followed by Woodman (Gears) 37,
Vernon Riggins, towering center for Fresno's Bulldogs lays Eachus (Ball and Chain) 37,
in two points in last week's Fresno-C.O.P. contest. Vainly trying Campbell (Shmoos) 34, Coykento prevent the score is Hank Pfister as Phil Ortez looks on appre dall (Gears) 32, and Marcopolous
hensively.
(Omega Phi) 32.

Blacks Edge Gridders 46-44 in Thriller
Sid Hall Takes Contest Scoring Honors
The crowd-pleasing Ti-Grids
dropped another close contest last
Saturday night when they were
outlasted by the Pacific Blacks
46-44 in a preliminary game to
the San Diego-C.O.P. encounter.
The grid-men played on even
terms with the highly favored
Blacks throughout the game and
were not bested until the final
Henry Pfister, diminutive Tiger forward goes high into the minutes of play.
strosphere in an attempt to stop a San Diego score.
Sid Hall, fast moving forward

THE RIGHT WAY
If more motorists would give
thought to the right way, and be
less assertive about the right of
way, many traffic accidents
would be averted, points out the
California State Automobile As-

sociation.

WATCH
THIS CORNER!
• Jackie Burton Ferrill •
Every week a hit of the week
will be given

LET'S
Let Pete and Baker be your Barbers.

Featured at THE SKI SHOP ...
Skiis
—By Anderson & Thompson
Groswoud & Grege
Bindings —By Anderson & Thompson
®

and Doure

Clothing1 —gy white Stag and B.
Boots —By
„ Sandger
„ , and Bertman

F.» Moore

WE RENT —
SKIIS
POLES
SKI BOOTS
CAR RACKS
TOBOGGANS
We Can WAX Your Skiis,
Put on Metal Edges
Install Bindings
YES, Stockton's Finest Complete
Repair and Sales Shop

to the student picked from
Directory — YOU may be
N E X T !

1/Vakd 7if£eSid

2001 Pacific A-enua

HOTEL STOCKTON BUILDING
129 East Weber Avenue

FREE!

1

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP

shooting and floor-work of the
Blacks.
Tomorrow night the cleatmen
will be out to avenge a previous
for the footballers, tallied 12 defeat when they meet the Lodi
Squires in a preliminary to the
points but his scoring wasn't
Stockton - Hartnell game in the
enough to equal the practiced Pacific gymnasium.

SPORT SHOP

\

i >» ##»########################»##############»»»»»»»»»»»##<
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor:

Fire Helpful Hints
For Veterans

; forfeit their lunch. It is difficult FIVE HELPFUL HINTS
| to wait in line at the dining hall
Five "helpful hints" for vet
In the way of events of the
'at 11:40 and be situated in your erans who wish to reinstate lapsed
past week, -the Pacific-San Diego
class at 12:15.
National Service Life Insurance
game should be mentioned. Not
There would be no problem if term policies were offered today
for the hard playing that both one didn't have to wait at least
by Insurance Service of Veterans
teams did, that goes without
10 minutes in line. Why don't Administration Branch 12 area
saying; but for the sudden appear
the non-chapel kids eat earlier so
ance of a strangely costumed fig as to make it easier for those (California, Arizona, Nevada and
Hawaii.)
ure—Charlie Hull.
who attend chapel to eat their
They are:
His weird gymnastics combined
lunch and get to their 12:15 class
with his strenuous efforts to drag on time?
1. If possible, the policy should
a little spirit out of the crowd,
A Chapel-Attending Student be reinstated before it has been
did not go unappreciated. The
lapsed longer than three months.
approval of many spectators was
In most cases, early reinstate
Letter to the Editor:
voiced by "It's about time some
ments make qualifying physical
one decided to lead yells!" un
Does the average girl come to examinations unnecessary.
usual cooperation, and repeated school to get married or for an
2. All questions on the rein
calls to him to "do some more." education? Most girls would an statement application should be
We all hope that he will be on swer, "To get an education". answered. Failure to do so means
hand at the next home game, and However, it seems as if Cupid has a delay in regaining insurance
that he doesn't suffer from ach been very busy lately. College is protection.
ing muscles and stiff joints.
supposed to supply the education
3. The application must be Busily working on the sets for the Pacific production "Dark of the
to
a
person
for
his
future
life,
dated. If not dated, it is not Moon" are Penny Fitzgerald, Barbara Rowley, Joe Hinman and
Sue Thomson
Claire Biilesbaugh.
however, does the curriculum in valid.
clude
a
course
for
future
wives?
Dear Editor:
4. The application must be
A girl can study to be an econo- mailed to VA within five days.
I am a Freshman in this con- j mist, nurse, or even an engineer, If the postmark is later than five
centration camp and find some of | but she rarely has time in col- days of the date on the applica
the regulations peculiarly ridicu-: lege to prepare for what her fu- tion, a new form will be required.
lous. However, being purely ego-1 ture vocation will probably be, 5. Two monthly payments re
The election of officers to head the Anderson "Y" center for
tistical I will only concentrate on j which is marriage
quired for reinstatement must the coming semester was held last Friday, January 14. Those
one, the one which is more im-! Why can't our school be ultra accompany the application. With
elected to direct the activities of the center were:
portant to ME.
j modern and have a course for fu- out premium payments, VA can
Executive Board
•
It seems odd to me to come ture wives. In that way we will not reinstate the insurance.
President, Mo Hess
back from a week-end at home,! be producing better citizens for
Vice President, Mary Lou Dearwhere my parents agree that a our world.
ing
twelve o'clock deadline is some
—Two Future Wives
Secretary, Kathy Batten
what of a restriction to a girl of
Treasurer, Don Payne
my age, and come in at twelve
Letter to the Editor:
Unit II Rep., Edith Fincher
o'clock here on campus. I sup
Unit III Rep., Earl Collins
Mr. Ralph Wentz, of the Busi
I have talked to many students
pose that some authorities feel
that this short deadline keeps who feel that the constitution ness Education Office on south Men's "Y" Council
President, Phil Tippet
better tabs on the young ladies, should provide for the statement campus, has announced that the
Vice
President, (town) Jack
of
specific
duties
of
the
rally
first
reports
have
been
made
on
however, we feel that it is very
Mclntyre, (campus) Eddie
annoying, and as the young gen chairman of each unit (I, II, III). the Occupational Survey taken
LeBaron
I believe that this is an excel last year.
tleman expressed it in last week's
Approximate population of the Sec-Treasurer, Clif Green
issue, we often must cut dinner lent idea, because as the situation
Frosh Camp Chairman, Bob
in order to take in a movie and now stands, all of the duties fall area surveyed, which was the
Guernsey
Stockton School District, was
arrive home on time. Wouldn't it on one person.
Representatives at large:
If we are to have equal distri 93,000. Of this number 44 per
be possible to extend the deadline
Babe Stringham,
until one on Fridays and Satur bution of duties, this suggestion cent or 41,000 persons are em
should be followed.
Rayce Mason
days for freshmen women?
ployed. Thirteen thousand of
Publicity Chairman, Jim Gal
ALICE CALL
I think that the week-day ten
these persons were employed in
lagher
o'clock deadline encourages the
distributive occupations, which is
Letter to the Editor:
Orientation Chairman,
girls to do more studying and is
the handling of goods and service,
Bob Turner
therefore very good. However, I
Most students know what they and seven thousand were emfeel and so does every woman on want to major in in college, but ployed in offices. This is a total Women's "Y" Council
MO HESS
President, Marty Lundervold
campus that the regulations are how do they go about obtaining of 49 per cent of the working popunfair.
Vice President, Dotty Wright
it? I believe a little more effort ulation in either office or distriSix-Legged Racers
Secretary, Joyce Wood
I'm sure that most parents could be expended in helping stu- butive work,
Treasurer,
Billie
Lemke
would feel that way, too.
dents choose their courses of in-1 Further calculations will be
Want to place a bet on a faststruction. Usually they give you made by the Survey Committee. Churchmanship officers
(Name Withheld)
hopping grasshopper? Grasshop
President, Bill Edwards
a sheet of classes to choose from j
per racing may seem to be a
Vice President, Frances Colliver queer sport, but a certain student
and say go to it. It's not so bad
Dear Editor:
Sec., Shirley Rhodes
for upper division students, but
in this school thinks that it is a
The Tuesday Chapel committee beginning Einsteins are usually
Tues. Chapel, Gerald Dearing
very
fine sport, for he was the
By
HENNEY
perhaps wonder why more stu helpless. A little more help and
Sun. Chapel, Ellen Anderson
winner of the "Derby" that was
dents do not attend Chapel. I explanation in choosing a course
Eddie Kauppilla, Bob Wilson,
held yesterday on the lawn be
have talked with several kids who of study would save a lot of Roger Wickman, Bob Bondshu,
STOCKTON COLLEGE
hind the tennis courts.
would like very much to attend, money.
I Bob McMahon, and Bill Murphy,
GIRL WINS PRIZE
The principals in this "derby"
but like myself, would have to
JOHN TROUP entered the guest slalom race,
were two grasshoppers that were
Gloria
Davis,
11th
grade
student
sponsored by the Yosemite Winter
found on the campus. Bets were
Club, last Saturday, January 15. at Stockton College, won out over made and sticks were used to
two
of
her
fellow
students
to
win
Bob Wilson, captain of the team,
induce the grasshoppers to jump.
clipped off the seconds to bring the local Lions Club speaking
Cheers came from an enthusias
contest,
January
18.
She
will
rep
home the fastest time among the
tic crowd whenever one of the
team members for one run and resent the Stockton Club in fu
six-legged creatures jumped. The
ture
zone
and
regional
contests.
Rough Rider Slacks
17.95 Eddie Kauppilla was clocked for Miss Davis was presented a bigger grasshopper, "Citation,"
the fastest combined time for
irked its owner very much be
two runs. Other official results check for $10 while checks of
cause it didn't seem to want to
$7.50
were
given
to
Marilyn
Chew
have
not
been
released.
The
six
Arrow Shirts
3.65
win. It just wasn't in the mood
men mentioned have been re and May Huey, who also com
for a race. The owner of "Cita
peted.
leased as the official COP team.
tion" cursed and cursed, but "Ci
Interwoven Socks
55c - 3.00 | Bill Murphy, the newest addi- The winning speaker's topic tation"
just wouldn't move. Fi
was
"The
United
Nations
—
Safe
i tion to the team, is a Badger Pass
nally,
as
the smaller insect was
man, and is a downhill-slalom guard of Human Liberty."
to cross the finish line, the
Catalina Sweaters
8.00 - 18.00 1 specialist. The team will travel Judges of the contest were Bar- about
owner gave "Citation" a kick
I to Reno Saturday to enter the thol Pearce, Walter Riatt and that sent him over the goal. This
Charles
Bottarini.
; Reno Ski Club's giant slalom and
YOUR ACCOUNT INVITED
act immediately disqualified him
jumping meet. This will be the
because kicking grasshoppers
team's first big meet of the sea the Anderson "Y" center for the isn't cricket.
son, so wish them lots of luck. purpose of planning a snow trip.
The next regular meeting of
"How is Joe getting along at
the Pacific Ski Club will be held
Professor — "If molecules can the hospital?"
Monday, January 24 at 7:30 in be split into atoms and atoms can
ro* men Ant aov»
"He is doing fine, but he won't
room 109 Bannister Hall. The be broken up into electrons, can
be out as soon as we thought he
1718 Pacific Ave.
Dial 2-3202
Club will start plans for a trip electrons be split any farther?"
to Mt. Rosebowl in Nevada.
Student — "Well, you might would."
"Have you seen his doctor?"
The Hostel Club will hold a try mailing some in a package
meeting Thursday, January 20, in marked 'Fragile'."
"No, but I have seen his nurse.

Anderson "Y" Holds Election; Mo Hess Chosen
President of Hew Executive Board

First Occupational
Reports

SKI NEWS

PICK THE BEST AND BE RIGHT...

(j^xford $kop
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Cold Inside and Out" It's Hard to Leave a Land of Palm Trees;

SOCIAL CALENDAR

It is cold out, Lord, and too,
It's Hard to Come Back to Finals
our hearts are cold
Cold toward the hungry,
By LOIS RIGLIN
poor, and old.
After a three week's stay in the Philippines where she was
We go our smug way,
thinking only of how much— visiting her aunt, Lois • Pinkham, Stockton College student, was
not especially eager to return to school and finals.
How we can profit,
The excitement of the trip be-*
at a cost to someone else.
gan when she left San Fran
We have clothing, food,
cisco by plane — it was her first
warmth, and shelter fair;
time up in a plane -and "It was
About our brother,
wonderful. I don't know how to
less fortunate, we do not care. describe it. It didn't look as if
If his face be dark or skin
we were moving at all we were
going so fast."
some other hue than white
We feel that he is not worthy
At the first stop in Honolulu,
of us — quite.
'the city "Looked just like all the
travel ads," but at Wake Island,
Oh, God, when will we see
(attention girls) Lois discovered
the vision of one race,
a WOMAN'S PARADISE with a
one church, one faith —
A Faith in Thee, and Thee alone population of about 300 men, and
only nine or ten women. To fur
day
vs
Not wandering to Gods
ther add to the attractiveness
of other worth
were white choral sand beaches,
But being concerned, to bring
blue ocean, and green tropical
mento College at Sacramento.
| Thy Kingdom here on earth,
foliage.
S
C
S
Montere
j Yea, Lord, we are cold with
SAT¥irt»av J 7 , ' - '
y J-C—There-Conf. Game.
At Guam, the last stop before
SATURDAY, Feb. 5: 8:00 p.m.-Basketball - C.O.P. vs.
hearts as hard as stone
reaching the Philippines, the
Fresno at Fresno—Conference Game
Those hearts can be melted
plane passengers were welcomed
but by Thee alone.
C<""' G8™'
MONDAY, YeU.
SeSsS'Sg
by a tropical storm, and then
LOIS PINKHAM
If we are warmed at last
after a day and a half of travel,
rece
tion
for
to
see
Thy
light,
TUESDAY Feb
P
new students.
arrived in the Philippines.
SDAY, Feb 8 8.15 p.m.-Faculty Recital at Auditorium.
government. Social discrimina
There may be hope that
8.00 P-m. Basketball—C.O.P. vs. San Jose at
Lois explained that her visit tion is evident, however, between
the world can be 'made right
was during the cold season when
Right for the Negro,
WEDNESDAY,
iSSSMlSSEl SS
it was only 85 degrees in the the Filipino natives and the
Right for the Oriental;
Party—Gym.
shade, but it still took her a while Americans. Politically and in a
Right for every living son
FRIDAY, Feb. 11: 7:00 p.m.—Basketball—S.C. vs. Menlo J.C.
to get used to the hot, humid, yet business way, the two races deal
of Thee,
dusty climate. When asked what together on an equal basis, but
• Civic Auditorium. Conference Game.
be he Catholic, Protestant,
0...
she thought about Manila, Lois socially, intermingling is not ac
8:00 P-m.—C.O.P. vs. Bittners of Oakland.
or Jew.
Here. Civic Auditorium.
replied, "From all reports, Manila cepted — even by the Filipinos
That day will come
had been a beautiful place before themselves.
8:00 p.m.—Pacific Lecture Series — Auditor
It can
ium—Eva Le Gallienne.
the war, but now it is bombed
It must,
During her stay in the Philip
8t°;12,:0° P-m- ~ Alpha Epsilon Omicron But it will come only when — flat." Many of the buildings had pines, Lois visited many places
been reconstructed, as had her of interest. She flew to Baguio,
Workshop Dance — at Studio A of Radio
We go to Thee, Oh Lord.
Quonset.
aunt's home where she stayed.
Amen.
a beautiful summer resort;
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday — Anderson "Y" Cabinet Re
The political situation was de visited the copper and gold mine
—F. Spencer Rodda
treat at "Y" Cabin. 3:00 p.m. on Feb 11
scribed as being very poor. The at Leponto; went to Tagaytay, in
to 3:00 p.m. on Feb. 13.
population is governing them the mountains looking down over
LOST
Parker 51 fountain pen, grey selves for the first time, (they the Chinese Sea; and attended a
achieved their independence from reception and ball at the Presi
bottom and gold top.
the U.S. in 1946) and there is no dential Palace, where she shook
Please return to
real
force behind the government hands with the President.
Pacific Weekly Office
as yet. They have not been able
The School of Education of the College of the Pacific has heen
—Mary Lee Sullivan
On the trip back to San Fran
to fully adjust the governing body,
,
reCOn,n,e°a ,hree ~ «"—* "thoriSng pS
SS 2vL°e
cisco,
all but eight of the plane
and a few people are in control
passengers were Chinese refugees
In
addition
to
these,
the
Col
of
politics.
Official notification of this honor was received by College
who were fleeing from the threat
President Robert E. Burns from the State Board of Educatfon lege has for many years been
When asked about the people, of Communist control of Shangauthorized
to
credential
students
a
inf^ ln f0rmati0n from J- Marc Jantzen, Dean of
£ for the General Elementary Cre Lois aid that much of the popula haii. Except for a four-hour delay
s r
t
School of Education of the College of the Pacific
dential; the General Secondary tion of natives have poor living on Wake Island due to motor
Dr. Jantzen states that this au-»
!
conditions. They live in squatters' trouble, the trip was uneventful,
Credential; the Special Secondary
thorization permits the School of
shacks built of scrap material and when asked what she thought
ready
has
several
candidates
Credential
in
Art,
Music
and
Phy
Education of the College to pre
which the army left behind, and
pare teachers for mentally re working for these credentials. sical Education; the Supervisory have no sanitation or electricity. upon landing once again in San
Francisco, Lois replied, "I was
Credentials
in
the
specific
sub
tarded children, school psycholo The School of Education at pres
The majority of these natives sorry it had to end so soon, and
ject
fields;
and
the
Elementary
gists, and school psychometrists ent has nearly 400 full-time upper
work principally as servants or I'm looking forward to the next
— those who study speed and pre division and graduate students and Secondary Administration scavengers.
time when I'll have the oppor
cision of mental processes.
working for one of the several Credentials.
Lois told about visiting a beau tunity to visit the Philippines."
credentials.
STARTED AT C.O.P.
Question: I am a World War II tiful old Cathedral, where, as
During Dean Jantzen's five veteran and wish to go in busi she walked up the front steps, a
Recent legislation started this
Although veterans have the
program in the California Public years as administrative head of ness. Must I have experience in scavenger was at work taking out right to apply for compensation
Schools in the fall of 1948, and the School of Education, the fol the business in order to get a the marble of the front steps to at any time during their lives,
resell.
the College of the Pacific was the lowing new credentials have been G-I loan?
the number of living veterans on
The rest of the natives, how VA compensation and pension
first California collegiate institu added to the list at the College of
Answer: Experience is an im
tion to be visited by a committee the Pacific: Special Secondary portant element in the success of ever, live in nice homes and are rolls has decreased during each
representing the State Board of Credentials in Homemaking, in the average business. You should well-dressed, proud and indepen of the past 17 months. From May,
Education relative to these cre Speech Arts and Speech correc be able to show a reasonable ex dent people. They own businesses 1947, to October, 1948, there was
tion; and Attendance Officer Cre pectation of success in your ven of their own, or work for the a decrease of some 63,000 cases.
dentials.
ture in order to get your loan.
Dr. Jantzen reveals that he al- dential.
Telephone 3-4952
1603 Pacific Avenue
TODAY:

8:°o

p.m -Basketbai1 _ c o p vs San Dj
—Conference Game.
VS' Monterey J-C. — Here.
Gym ~ Conference Game.
O ™
TOMORROW:
8:00 p.m. Basketball—S.C. vs. Hartnell Col7-5q%?ere~C-aP- Gym—Conference Game.
MONDAY:
Cific International Relations
' r,". h ^P'T-'
Club Meeting—Anderson "Y".
THURSDAY:
7:00-10:00 p.m.—Lecture in Conservatory Audi7 00°inUnn V R°bTert H' Nu"-Memory Expert.
FRIDAY:
7.00-10.00 p.m.—Lecture in Conservatory Auditorium by Robert H. Nutt-Memory Expert.
Basketball—S.C. vs. San Francisco City Col
lege—There—Conference Game
SATURDAY: Semester ends at Noon.
8:00 P-m. Basketbail—C.O.P. vs. St. Mary's
TTiFSn a v IT 1 , o iC Auditorium. here.
SDAY, Feb. 1:: 8:15 p.m.-Faculty Recital. Auditorium.
7.30-9.15 p.m.—Tiger Twirlers — Club meeting

^

Teaching Credentials Added To Pacific's List

SAYE 20%
Your F.S.A. Card good

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
WHY NOT?

Let Pete and Baker be your Barbers.
"THE HOUSE OF PERSONAL SERVICE"
24 Hour Cleaning Service — 2 Day Laundry Service

for 20% discount on all
watches, diamonds and
jewelry purchased at

SMITH'S
902 DON BURTON BLDG.

Any watch cleaned, re
paired

and overhauled
$5.50

'
We have just received ad
ditional stock of Modern
Library books.
And say . . . take a look at
our New College Menager
ie.

College Bookstore

:

MANY PLEASING
DISTINCTIVE

-GIFTSFOR YOU
TO CHOOSE FROM
— at —

Walter's House
of Gifts
2119 Pacific Ave. Phone 2-2112
• •*#»*#»»##############»########< i

"FELLAS"
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550

PACIFIC MARKET

QUALITY — COURTESY
GROCERIES - MEATS • VEGETABLES • BAKERY GOODS
3200 Pacific Ave.
Dial 6-6136
—We Cash Checks — Students Welcome—
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REPORTERS — Jean Crayn, Robert Haaker, Alan McAlaster, Marilyn platJ>
David Whitver, Sue Thompson, Lois Driffil, Jim Moss, Richard Armbrust,
Nance Blackburn, Henry Bright, Robert Foote, James Gallagher, Marilyn green,
Helen Hicks, Robert Jiminez, Janice Merrill, John Nuget, Wilma Rudel,
Dean Stark, Salvado Yalverde, Susan Walters Carol Wood, Barrett McFadon
Lola Riglin and Don Dragoo.

A CHARACTER TOOK THEIR PLACES
Picture a basketball game; fighting teams; an eager
crowd; lots of spirit, but what's missing? You've guessed
it, Pacific's yell leaders.
But wait! What's this? Some character has come bound
ing out before the crowd, and, during the intermission he
really peps up the team with some heretofore unknown Pa
cific yells.
This stranger is good and he's funny, but, SO ARE
OUR OWN YELL LEADERS. Where are they? Surely Pa
cific's fighting spirit doesn't cease at the close of football
season.
It is our belief, and we feel sure that Pacific basket
ball fans will agree; our team needs all the backing we can
give them.
What about it, cheer leaders, are you going to allow a
novice to take your rightful place as propagators of pande
monium.
And while we're on the subject of basketball, we've
suddenly realized that we've seen neither hide nor hair of
our band which used to appear regularly at the games.
Sure would be nice to see that gymnasium again packed
to the rafters with Pacific fans.

OPINIONS Oil DMT
By DON DRAGOO

In this Atomic age when the threat of hostile forces impairs
our national well being, we, as citizens of a free and democratic
nation, are confronted with the problem of national preparedness.
There are a great many members of our society who feel that
this national preparedness will come to be through the medium of
Universal Military Training. There are others who feel just as
strongly that U.M.T. is not the answer and that the enforcement
of Military Training will prove to be very detrimental to the
youth of our nation.
Since the enactment of the Universal Military Training act will
affect, directly or indirectly, a great many of us, we of the Weekly
staff are directing an on campus investigation on this subject in
a series of seven articles that we hope will afford you additional
information and opinions that would otherwise go unnoticed. This
information and opinions originate from Robert Burns, President
of the College of Pacific; Edward Betz, Dean of Men, College of
Pacific and Stockton College; Phil Garlington, Dean of 11th and
12th grades, Stockton College; Dr. Carl Voltmer, C.O.P. Athletic
Department; several veterans now attending college, and several
non-veterans now in high school and college who will be affected
by the act. At the end of this series of articles we will summarize
the opinions and information gathered and attempt to draw some
logical solutions.

By E. BORROR

Senate President Bob Wilson
has advised that group of officers
to follow a very practical plan of
action. Before classes and student
activities take up for Spring
semester, the officers were asked
to stop and review their duties.
They are to re-read the constitu
tion and remind themselves of the
part each individual plays in ac
complishing the goal set for Stu
dent Government.
Jayne Anderson, Commissioner
of Organizations, submitted her
resignation to the Senate, as she
will be living in Oakland next
semester. We wish her success
there — she has proved herself
capable here at Pacific.
If you have ever had the com
pelling desire to smash those
glass-doored bulletin boards over
by the Student Body Office and
put up a little announcement, this
is for you. A bulletin board for
public use will be placed between
the End Zone and the offices be
fore long. In the meantime try to
restrain such destructive tenden
cies, please!
Do you know this is basketball
season? Do you realize the team
has been playing basketball
games? Apparently not.
If you happen to be around on
registration day February 3, it
will be the first day on which
you can get the new Student
Body card. Sales will continue
the following week also.
Ever heard of the Bengal Bul
letin? (Don't look now . . . )
Congratulations to Sheldon
Nicolaysen Representative - at large, Unit II, and Rex Mull on
winning the Debate Champion
ship.
More news, same column next
semester. Hope to find your eyes
here again.

NANA SPOTS

By JERRY MULLIN

"Margret Flemming," under the
For the benefit of the unin- j direction of student director
formed, the chapel glee club has ( Eileen Norton has completed
not moved over to the theatre; it i casting and is now in it's firstis just the cast of "Dark of the week of rehearsal. Advocates of
Moon" practicing on their revival beauty, and who isn't, will be
scene, a definite high point in the pleased to learn that the leading
show. With all the singers, on role is going to be handled by
and off key, musicians, and Reba Watterson. Reba, who is
would-be musicians, plus spiritu no newcomer to Pacific drama, is
als, wandering souls are libel to certainly a welcome sight around
the theatre to all her friends who
gather the wrong impression.
have been waiting for her com
mitments to end to allow her the
IMPRESSIONS
Thought I'd pass on to you a opportunity to do some drama.
few ideas about the show, Dark! For her friends, we say, "Wel
of the Moon, that I gathered come back, Reba, to the grease
from Rob Dickerson, the leading paint and work."
man. "In my opinion it is one of
Playing opposite Reba, will be
the most terrific shows we have Glen Hulling; who just finished
ever attempted at Pacific. It has a fine job in "Power Without
everything in the entertainment Glory." Also in the cast will be
way, such as: dancing, singing, two of the "Rip Van Winkle"
comedy, drama, and romance. players, Neil Whitman and John
From an actor's standpoint, it is Cretan. A couple of the new
has everything you could possibly comers will be Virginia Grattone
ask for as it calls upon your and Carol Anderson.
entire array of emotions. This
show has a certain fever which DARK (OF THE MOON)
takes hold of its participants and LOOKS
its viewers that I'm sure will also
Barbara Rowley and Marcia
be caught up by our audience." Lou Brown are now referred to
Incidentally, just in case we as witches. Dave Gerber becomes
haven't mentioned it before, the a strong back and a weak mind.
show opens Saturday night, Feb. Penny Fitzgerald switches to a
12, and also plays Thursday, Fri solo vocalist. Bob Culp changes
day, and Saturday night of the majors, and Hal Sherman takes
following week. Tickets will go up the guitar. And we feel it is
on sale the first week of the time to say, that's all.
coming spring semester.
ATTENTION READERS:

A hurricane is a wind that
The next studio production, blows above 75 miles per hour.

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS

THIS IS COLLEGE

By TED TOOMAY

WHO DUNNIT?

Three weeks ago five men were
arguing about the war. One of
the five shot and killed one of the
group. Name the Murderer and
the Victim from the following
data:
Dave played five sets of tennis
with one of the innocent men
yesterday morning.
The murderer is Arthur's
brother. They grew up together.
Edwin was interested in mathe
matics.
Charlie, who is a crack tennis
player, used to be a bridge expert.
Edwin never saw Arthur's
mother.
The murderer was operated on
for appendicitis ten days ago.
Ben met Arthur for the first
time only four weeks ago.
Arthur has been at his mother's
ever since the murder.
DEAN BETZ SPEAKS
Dave used to be a concert
"First I would like to impress upon you that the opiinons I am pianist.
giving here are my own personal ones and do not necessarily quote Ben and Charlie played bridge
a policy of the administration of the college," said Dean Betz in yesterday.
qualifying his statements, and then continued: "I do not believe
— Answer Next Issue —
that our country would be in a better position to defend itself
because of Universal Military Training. History has shown that
A nautical mile is 1.152 statute
no country, when accosted by hostile forces, has survived success
YOU'RE BATS
fully because of Universal Military Training. France, who for miles.
years prior to the recent world-wide conflict demanded a great
QUESTION: On what priority
reserve force of trained men, completely disintegrated when this Many of them returned much more susceptible to educational
basis
is a World War I veteran
reserve force was pressed into service. U.M.T. did not save Ger opportunities.
admitted
to a Veterans Admini
Military
service
also
has
the
infamous
responsibility
of
the
many in either World War, and it certainly proved inadequate
for Italy in 1942 and 1943. The Japanese did not survive the war "just getting by" and "anything is okey if you can get away with stration hospital?
ANSWER: Emergency cases
it" attitudes carried by many veterans. The veterans of these
with their versions Of Universal Military Training."
Dean Betz also could not agree with those who claim that groups seldom come to college, but those few that do are the have first priority; those suffer
in 0
U.M.T. will advance educational standards in college, saying one source of bad feeling toward the great majority of veterans who ing from injuries incurredserVlC
aggravated by wartime
,
cannot make a favorable comparison of the mental attitudes of are faithfully making something of themselves.
"Education is one of the greatest virtues of man," said Betz. are next on the priority list, an
the veteran of the war-time service and the veteran of the U.M.T.
There are many factors to be taken into consideration, he said. "We should keep our youth in educational institutions where they those who swear they are una
The veterans of war-time service returned to the nation's campii may learn to accept the responsibilities of living with their to pay hospital charges for no
in a much older mental and physical condition than would be fellows. The little that they would gain from military service service-connected disabilities
possible to achieve during service in U.M.T. Some of them returned would be greatly over-shadowed by the amount they would gain illnesses are third. The la
must wait until a bed is availablemarried and were up to accepting their adult responsibilities. from the same length of time spent in college."

